
WELCOME 
TO THE 

BLACK SMOKE 
ROOFTOP / BAR
Never mind our hot burning fires 
below your feet: you have reached 
the coolest place of Antwerp, the 
Black Smoke Rooftop. Here you can 
enjoy the best view this buzzing 
city has to offer. Sip on a drink -  
or two, we don’t count or judge - 
skillfully prepared by our
liquid loving bartenders and  
munch on a selection of our  
taste bud-tempting bar food.  
‘Cause no matter how much y’all 
love to drink, please do eat  
responsibly! This way you can  
continue to indulge in our great 
selection of ultra-locally brewed 
beers, hand-shaken cocktails and 
carefully selected wines without 
having to pass up the  
opportunity to add a few shots 
in the mix. Somebody said shots? 
Shots!!!

BARFOOD IS SERVED BETWEEN 
5.00PM AND 10.00PM.   
DO YOU HAVE ANY ALLERGIES? 
ASK OUR ALLERGEN MENU.



BITES & SNACKS
Serves two moderate snackers or one hungry 
devil. Whether you are feeling a little  
peckish, looking to pair your drinks with 
some killer flavors or are on a relentless 
feeding frenzy, we at Black Smoke got your 
back! Our Bites and Snacks selection are 
for those who know what they want, when 
they want it and how they want it. So sit 
back, relax, let the sun work its magic and 
keep on ordering these magnificent bites 
and snacks. 
 

GRILLED PIMIENTOS DE PADRON  € 9,00
Mild, but flavorful peppers grilled on our  
infamous parrilla grill, slathered with 
BBQ-infused oil and spices. Get your  
Mexican vibe on and add a shot  
of Espolòn Tequila ... cabrón! € 6,50 
 

PARMA DI PASTRAMI  € 8,00
Thinly sliced house-smoked pastrami
served with pickled soy-onions on the side.
A New York Jewish deli classic that got
a Black Smoke makeover. Served with 
mixed pickled veggies. 
 

CALIFORNIA FUNKY AVOCADO (V) € 11,00
Home-made battered crispy Cajun avocado 
with tzatziki and cilantro. 
 

CAVEMEN CHICKEN-LOLLIPOPS  € 12,00
Find your inner caveman with our  
clean-to-eat chicken-lollipops. These  
clean-cut on one side, and bombastic 
nuggets of flavorful BBQ-spiced and lightly 
smoked chicken on the other end of the 
bone, are served with Liefmans Fruitesse 
beer-infused BBQ-sauce for some hedonistic 
chicken dipping. 

KEY WEST PINK SHRIMP  € 10,00
We snatched these ‘wild-caught’ shrimp 
from the crystal clear Florida waters, gave 
them a kitchen-makeover and serve them 
with charcoal-mayo and lemon. 

BS BITTERBALLEN DELUXE € 10,00
Crispy balls (6) chock full of slow smoked  
meat and Duvel beer flavoured ragout 
served with our signature Carolina mustard 
madness sauce. 
 

CAROLINA CAVIAR  € 9,50
The Cajun ‘Caviar of the South’  
pimento-cheese spread is a creamy,  
cheesy, Black Smoke over the top version  
of the popular Southern classic  
‘Carolina Caviar’. It’s eaten on toast like  
the Russian black gold, but you can keep the 
contents of your wallet. Served with corn-
bread, crackers and mixed pickled veggies. 
 

OVERLOADED NACHO  
SHARING PLATTER FOR TWO € 18,00 
Hot nacho chips overloaded with BBQ  
madness: pulled beef, brisket and low  
& slow cooked pork, drenched in warm 
cheddar sauce and topped with salsa  
fresca, jalapeños, avocado, coriander  
and sour cream. A feast for two! 
 



BIG BITES SELECTION  
 When a bite or snack simply  
 won’t cut it. Check out our big  
 bites selection below to indulge on.   
 Beware...we don’t serve it classic   
 style but precut the meat for easy  
 snacking. This is easy barfood style  
 munching. These sliced meaty  
 goodness dishes are served  
 with Argentinian  
 chimmichuri sauce   
 and corn bread. 

 
SCOTTISH BLACK ABERDEEN  
RIB ROAST  (2 PEOPLE, 1 KG)  € 75,00 
Straight out of the premium selection  
of Luc de Laet`s Butcher Store: This Black 
Aberdeen Angus double entrecote is grilled 
with the bone attached on the Parrilla grill. 
Served with chimmichuri and cornbread. 

WINETIP: Night Sky (limited) Fable Mountains
Vineyards, Syrah | Grenache | Mourvedre -
Tulbagh, South Africa Bottle € 55,00 
 

NEW YORK STRIP STEAK (400G) € 45,00
For the protein lover that hates to share.
This Holstein entrecôte beef is grilled on the 
parrilla. Served with chimichurri and cornbread. 
 

HOLLAND-FLEMISH  
DUROC RIB ROAST (350G) € 29,50 
Straight from the premium selection of 
Luc De Laet’s The Butcher’s Store: this two 
weeks dry-aged Zeeuws-Flemish Duroc roast 
is grilled on the bone, on the parrilla grill. 
Served with chimichurri and cornbread. 

BBQ GALORE PLATTER € 26,00 
The ultimate overloaded BBQ snack platter
Cavemen Chicken-lollipops, BS Bitterballen 
Deluxe, 5-spices pork belly-MOINKballs served 
with cornbread, crackers and mixed pickled 
veggies. A great platter to share and combine 
with a refreshing crisp Duvel. . 
 

HERE FISHY FISHY... PLATTER € 26,00 
Skip the turf and dig deep into the surf with 
this fin-frenzy of a smoked goods platter.
Full of grilled pulpo salad, cold smoked  
salmon and Key West pink shrimp. Served 
with cornbread, crackers and mixed pickled 
veggies. Somebody say rosé?! 

WINETIP: Whispering Angel Chateau D’Esclans 
Glass € 8,50 / Carafe € 33 (50cl) / Bottle € 49  
BS’S FAMOUS ‘WHERE IS 
THE FUCKING BEEF’ PLATTER € 26,00 
Carolina Caviar (pimento-cheese), fried  
avocado and tzatziki, ricotta di bufala and 
grilled Pimientos de Padrón. Served with  
cornbread, crackers and mixed pickled  
veggies. 

 

 

goodness dishes are served 

 



“Work is the curse of  
the drinking classes.” 
- Oscar Wilde -

BEERS 
“Love thy neighbour’ said a bearded men 
about 2018 years ago. And he couldn’t be 
more right today because boy, do we love 
ours! They are the super skilled brewmas-
ters of Antwerp City Brewery De Koninck 
so what is not to love about these hard 
working, beer slinging liquified happiness 
providers. Proudly we serve their delicious 
ultra local brews including some of their 
limited experimental beers. Can’t think 
outside the bottle? Then grab one from our 
stash representing Belgium’s finest beers 
ever captured in glass.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DRAFT 

“BOLLEKE”  DE KONINCK 5,2% (25 CL)  € 3,00
Brewed by our beloved neighbours this  
liquified Antwerp pride has a clear amber 
look and is malty and hoppy with hints  
of caramel and cinnamon. In Antwerp 
dialect, just order a “Bolleke Keuning” with 
Bolleke referring to the iconic glass shape. 
 

TRIPLE D’ANVERS 8% (33 CL) € 4,30
Golden blonde Belgian triple with a great  
balance between fruity and hoppy scents 
with a sweet touch in the background. 
 

TANK 7 8,5% (25 CL)  € 3,50
At Kansas City Boulevard Brewery they
have fermenter number seven, the black 
sheep of their cellar family. Ironically,
when their brewers were experimenting 
with variations on a traditional Belgian- 
style farmhouse ale, the perfect  
combination of elements came together  
in that very vessel. You could call it fate, 
but they called it Tank 7.
 



BOTTLED
VEDETT BLOND 5,2% (33 CL)  € 3,50
This premium pilsner offers full-bodied, 
thirst-quenching refreshment from start to 
finish. With a slightly bitter aftertaste to 
keep you on your toes. 
 

LOST IN SPICE 5,2% (25 CL)  € 3,50
Sometimes you get something new
by doing something crazy. Brewer Sven
was totally lost in spice when he didn’t
put hop, but herbs in the Hop Gun. And
that’s how dry hopping made room for
dry spicing with ginger, cardamom,
orange peel and lemon. 
 

DUVEL 8,5% (33 CL)  € 4,00
Thanks to its surprisingly high alcohol  
content (8.5 %), enormous head, fine 
effervescence and silky smooth feel in the 
mouth, Duvel clearly stands out from other 
Belgian beers. 

VEDETT SESSION IPA 2,7% (33CL) € 4,00
Low on alcohol, high on flavour! Vedett  
Session IPA is the ideal choice when you 
have to go the distance. Because settling  
in for a session shouldn’t mean having to  
settle for anything less than a  
full-flavoured taste experience!

WILD JO 5,8% (33 CL)   € 4,00
Wild Jo saw the light of day after a
suitably wild night in the De Koninck City 
Brewery. Our brewers steered clear of the 
well-trodden path of conventional yeasts 
and got to work with wild varieties. The 
result? Pure rock ‘n’ roll in a bottle!  
Wild Jo is untamable. 
 

LIEFMANS  
ON THE ROCKS 3,8% (25 CL)   € 3,50
This sparkling appetizer beer, with its
pale red color, is at its very best in the
stylish, playful Liefmans glass and served
on the rocks. Enjoy the fresh, intense
flavor of strawberries, raspberries,
black cherries, elderberries and blueberries.

LIEFMANS YELL’OH  
ON THE ROCKS 3,8% (25 CL)  € 3,50      
Refreshing apero beer with a bold mix  
of exotic fruit, elderflower and basil. 
 
 



COCKTAILS
Mixed the way it should be 
 

BLACK SMOKE’S FAVORITES 
 
  

    LYNCHBURG LEMONADE      € 9,50
 A Lynchburg Lemonade is a fresh  
 cocktail made with Jack Daniel’s  
 Tennessee Whiskey, Cointreau, lemon 
 juice, all topped off with Sprite. It is  
 named after Lynchburg, Tennessee,  
 home of the Jack Daniel’s distillery.  
 This one is Black Smoke’s favorite  
 poison with our own custom-designed   
 glass for your pleasure!
 
 

BOMBAY BUCK! € 10,00
Bombay Buck all the way! Return of the 
year! Never heard of it? The bastard child 
of the Pimm’s Cup and the gin & tonic, only 
so much better, or at least that’s our  
personal point of view. A divine  
combination of Bombay Sapphire gin,  
St- Germain Elderflower, fresh lemon juice 
and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale. 
 

MARGARITA MADNESS IN THE MIX € 10,00
We installed the biggest slush machine we 
could find to cool you down and are going  
totally loco, cabrón! Repetition sucks so we 
are going mad with our mixes, each time a 
refill is called for we’re changing the recipe. 
The only thing we will never leave out? lots 
and lots of Tequila Espolòn and of course 
the best triple sec France has to offer, our 
beloved Cointreau. So ask your beloved waiter 
what today’s flavors are in the mix, suck on 
your straw and scream “Brain freeze!”. 
 

THE ALCHEMIST € 10,00
A cocktail created with the best of both 
worlds. Gin, Honey and lemon shaken,  
served over new ice and topped with a 
soda made from grapefruit, infused with 
hop from De Koninck and fermented with 
the yeast of that same beer. 
 

ST. GERMAIN SPRITZ € 12,50
To live the life of a bon vivant, one
must learn to adopt a modicum of
insouciance and elegance. St-Germain
Elderflower mixed with Prosecco and
topped with soda water. 
 

MANGO MULE (MOCKTAIL) € 7,00
A fresh, fruity and spiced mocktail served 
in a mug, with the exotic taste of
mango, muddled cucumber, homemade
honey syrup, fresh lime juice and topped 
with ginger beer. We don’t take our
mocktails for granted. 
 

THE GROUSEFATHER € 9,00
A mixture of The Black Grouse, Disaronno 
and Orange bitters. A gentleman’s cocktail 
... or an independent woman’s cocktail. 
Based on the classic cocktail The Godfather, 
but The Black Grouse’s smokiness will  
elevate this cocktail to another level. 
 



SMOKED HORSE’S NECK € 13,00
The return of The Horse’s Neck, but this 
time Black Smoke-style, no b(ull)s(hit)! 
Michter’s Bourbon, smoked ginger ale by 
Fever-Tree and a few drops of Angostura. 
 
 
 
  
 BLACK DAIQUIRI (20CL)     € 12,00
 A twist on the daiquiri served in  
 a bottle, Bacardi 8 Años,  
 unrefined sugar, lime juice and  
 Angostura bitters. Be surprised  
 by the darkness, it’s a perfect balance  
 of sweet and sour and the nice taste  
 of good rum. 
 
 

 POISON IVY (20CL)        € 12,00
 Our favorite poison of the summer,  
 served in the perfect bottle. A  
 combination of Bombay Sapphire,  
 lemon juice, Luxardo Maraschino  
 and Disaronno. 
 

MAI TAI € 12,00
Who hasn’t heard of the Mai Tai,
a combination of Myer’s Dark Rum and
Clement VSOP, dry Curaçao, homemade 
almond syrup, lime juice and Angostura. 
A no-brainer if you like the Caribbean. 
 
BLACK SMOKE’S APERITIF SUGGESTIONS 
 

PIMP MY BUBBLES  € 11,00
Prosecco with a twist, few drops of  
Angostura, Grand Marnier and some sugar. 
 
TI’PUNCH A L’ANCIENNE  € 13,00
Awarded as the best Ti’punch Belgium 
has to offer. Clement V.S.O.P. Rhum, Velvet 
Falernum, Monin Falernum and fresh lime 
juice. It’s a summer cocktail but we didn’t  
have the patience to wait for the right season. 
 
BLACK SMOKE AGED MOJITO  € 11,00
The classic mojito, just a little bit older  
and wiser. Bacardi Añejo Cuatro rum,  
unraffined sugar syrup, fresh lime juice, 
mint and topped with some red fruit soda. 

BLACK BARREL MOJITO  € 14,00
A premium classic mojito. No bullshit,  
one hell of a drink. Made with one of  
Barbados finest rums. Mount Gay Black 
Barrel, mint, fresh lime juice, cane sugar 
and a splash of soda. 
 
BS MARY  € 15,00
As you may have heard, here at  
Black Smoke we use an American smoker  
to smoke our meat to perfection. To make 
this a real kick ass BS Mary we use a little 
bit of the smoked brisket fat to “fatwash” 
our Grey Goose vodka with. This smokey  
infused and delicious vodka is used to 
create this signature Bloody Mary from our 
head bartender Donald Simons. He added 
some fresh lemon and Big Tom’s tomato 
juice to finish this drink off. A must try!  
 

BOTTLED COCKTAILS



APEROL SPRITZ  € 10,00
Aperol combined with soft prosecco,
fresh mint and a slice of orange makes
this the perfect aperitif. 
 

BLACK BARREL MOJITO  € 14,00
A premium classic mojito. No bullshit,
one hell of a drink. Made with one of
Barbados’ finest rums, Mount Gay Black 
Barrel, mint, fresh lime juice, cane sugar 
and a splash of soda. 
 

COINTREAU FIZZ  € 7,50
Remember the Zizi Coin Coin?  
Time to meet her younger sister!
Cointreau mixed with lime,  
topped with soda water.
 
 

BLACK SMOKES TEA POTS
For those who desire to drink their  
alcohol out of plain sight, for whom one 
drink simply won’t cut it and for those  
willing to share: Black Smoke teapots are 
here. These cocktails for two are served  
in special teapots that make getting  
slosheda posh business, so pinky’s up!

 LYNCHBURG LEMONADE     € 19,00 
 A Lynchburg Lemonade is a fresh  
 cocktail made with Jack Daniel’s  
 Tennessee Whiskey, Cointreau, lemon 
 juice, all topped off with Sprite. It is  
 named after Lynchburg, Tennessee,  
 home of the Jack Daniel’s distillery.  
 This one is Black Smoke’s favorite  
 poison with our own custom-designed  
 glass for your pleasure!
 
 
    

BOMBAY BUCK!         € 19,00
Bombay Buck all the way! Return of the 
year! Never heard of it? The bastard child 
of the Pimm’s Cup and the gin & tonic,  
only so much better, or at least that’s our  
personal point of view. A divine  
combination of Bombay Sapphire gin,  
St- Germain Elderflower, fresh lemon  
juice and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale.

MOSCOW MULE  € 20,00
A classic Eristoff vodka based cocktail,  
lime juice, sugar and Fever-Tree Ginger 
Beer topped with lemongrass infused  
angostura. Easy to drink in
a nice copper mug. 



BLACK SMOKES PERFECT MIXERS 

 
THE ULTIMATE GIN AND TONIC € 9,50
The classic G&T! Bombay Sapphire Gin 
mixed with Fever-Tree Premium Tonic  
Water and a squeeze of lime.
 

VIVA LA GOOD VIBES G&T  € 10,00
Our own edition of the perfect
gin & tonic mix! Bombay Sapphire  
East gin with Fever-Tree Mediterranean 
and some fresh lime.

BLACK STAR OF THE G&T  € 12,00
Star of Bombay gin mixed with  
Fever-Tree Elderflower & Cinnamon.  
Served as it should be. 
 

PINK PANTHER G&T  € 9,50
Bosford pink gin, Fever-Tree Aromatic tonic
and a fresh lemon slice. 

GOOSEBUMPS  € 12,00
Grey Goose vodka mixed with Sicilian  
Fever-Tree Lemonade some fresh  
cardamom and lemongrass, a premium  
vodka lemonade that will take you to  
the next level.

MOSCOW MULE  € 10,00
A classic Eristoff vodka based cocktail,  
lime juice, sugar and Fever-Tree Ginger 
Beer topped with lemongrass infused  
angostura. Easy to drink in a nice  
copper mug.

THE BLUE SAPPHIRE  € 11,00
A jar filled with some decent Bombay  
Sapphire Gin, sugar, blueberry, lemon and 
soda. The perfect cocktail if you’re looking 
for something fresh but not too sweet. 
 

ICE COLD BITCH   € 13,00
Once again in a jar, but spiked with Patrón 
Silver Tequila and flavored with homemade 
ginger syrup, lime juice and some Luxardo 
Maraschino. Finished with a douse of bitter 
lemon. 
 

PALOMA   € 11,00
A refreshing Espolòn Tequila-based Mexican 
cocktail, with some lime, agave and  
homemade grapefruit soda! 



SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED

ZOMBIE (PER 2)  € 26,00
You’ve heard of it, if not, well prepare your-
self. Don’t intend to drive afterward, unless 
you’re having dinner upstairs.  A mix of 
Bacardi Añejo Cuatro Rum, Myers Dark rum, 
grapefruit juice, lime juice, Falernum, Pierre 
Ferrands triple sec, Angostura and topped 
with Bacardi’s 151 Rum. The 151 stand for 
151 proof (75,5%)!! Served in a Vulcano, 
try it if you dare. 
 

COSMOPOLITAN  € 9,50
Eristoff vodka, lime juice, Cointreau,
cranberry juice and a small dash of rhubarb 
bitters. The famous sex and the city drink.

PORNSTAR MARTINI  € 9,50
All you have to know that this is one  
of the ladies favourite drink. Sweet  
and fruity. It’s the perfect mix of Eristoff  
vodka, passion, lime and licor 43.

 

STIRR THAT SPOON
THE MIGHTY OLD FASHIONED € 14,00
Your classic Old Fashioned with a
premium bourbon called Michter’s.
Take the Old Fashioned to the next level! 
 

THE SMOKING ROSE  
OF THE HIGHLANDS € 14,00
A premium cocktail made with Highland 
Park 12y Whisky, Chartreuse Verte and 
rosemary syrup, and because we like to be 
burnin’ here at Black Smoke we smoke this 
cocktail with dried rosemary. The same  
basis as an Old Fashioned but with a  
herbal/smoked touch. 

 
OAXACA OLD FASHIONED  € 14,00
Oaxaca is the place where Mezcal is  
produced. The name speaks for itself but 
this time it’s the perfect blend of Mezcal 
and Tequila, some agave syrup and  
angostura bitters. Time to loco hombre. 
 
 
 
 



BACARDI 8 ANOS  
OLD FASHIONED  € 14,00
Our spectacular Bacardi 8 ânos Rum Old 
Fashioned, aged in our own Black Smoke 
oak Barrels, stirred to perfection with a 
spoon of unrefined sugar and bitters.

NEGRONI  € 10,00
Count Camillo Negroni invented it  
by asking the bartender to strengthen 
his favourite Americano with gin instead 
of soda water. Campari & Martini Rubino, 
Bombay Sapphire gin  finishing the job. 
 

TEQUILA GRONI   € 10,00
A Mexican Negroni, made with Espolòn
Tequila, Campari and sweet vermouth. 
Don’t let the Tequila scare you off, we 
stir it to perfection so you can enjoy the 
smoothness of this Cocktail.

AFTER DINNER
50 SHADES  
OF ESPRESSO MARTINI  € 11,00
Grey Goose, Tia Maria, a firm espresso and 
a pinch of salt will bring the finishing touch
to this perfect Espresso Martini and take it 
to another level. Business class it is! 
 
 

 AMERICAN COFFEE D LUXE   € 11,00
 Imagine an Irish coffee exploring the  
 deep, deep South with Jack Daniel’s  
 Tennessee Whiskey. Topped with a  
 homemade caramel/cinnamon whipped  
 cream and a sprinkle of pure dark  
 chocolate. It’s every American’s wet  
 dream and now exclusively served at  
 Black Smoke.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MOCKTAILS
MANGO MULE  € 7,00
A fresh, fruity and spiced mocktail  
served in a mug, with the exotic taste  
of mango, muddled cucumber, homemade 
honey syrup, fresh lime juice and topped 
with ginger beer. We don’t take our  
mocktails for granted.

ROSEMARY BLUEBERRY SMASH  € 7,00
Some sparkling water, blueberries, twig of 
rosemary, honey syrup and fresh lemon 
juice, a fresh mocktail that isn’t too sweet 
at all! 
 

VIRGIN PALOMA  € 7,00
The virgin version of the famous Mexican 
Paloma cocktail. Grapefruit juice, lime juice, 
agave syrup, a pinch of sea salt all topped 
with sparkling water. 
 

THE VIRGIN F/T MOJITO  € 6,00
Twist on the Virgin Mojito. A fresh cocktail 
with mint, sugars, lime and topped 
with Fever-Tree Lemon Tonic. 
 



BOTTLE SERVE
Poppin’ bottles in the ice, like a blizzard... 
 

ULTIMATE BOMBAY SAPPHIRE  
BOTTLE SERVE  € 90,00
F#ck waiting on a refill, take drinking  
matters in your own hands with BS’s  
Ultimate Bombay Sapphire Bottle Service. 
We will provide you with a brand spanking 
new Bombay Sapphire bottle, 8 Fever-Tree 
Tonics, Ginger Ales or a mix of the two and 
an array of flavorizing garnishes so you can 
finalize your personal poison to your liking. 
Flash in style with nothing but the best and 
choose our Ultimate Bombay Sapphire for 
€90 or switch your liquid happiness with a 
bottle from the list below. 
 

BOTTLE ONLY  
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN (UK) (70CL) € 75
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE EAST GIN (70CL) € 85
BOSFORD PINK GIN (70CL) € 65
STAR OF BOMBAY GIN (70CL) € 115 
BULLDOG GIN € 80
HIERBAS DE LAS DUNAS (50CL)  € 60 

BACARDI CARTA
BLANCA RUM (PR) (70CL)  € 65
BACARDI CARTA ORO RUM (70CL) € 65
BACARDI ANEJO CUATRO RUM (70CL) € 80
BACARDI 8 ANOS RUM (70CL) € 115 

JACK DANIEL’S OLD NO.7
TENNESSEE WHISKEY (70CL) € 85 

JACK DANIELS GENTLEMAN
JACK WHISKEY (70CL) € 90 

ERISTOFF VODKA (GE) (70CL) € 65
ERISTOFF RED VODKA (70CL) € 65
GREY GOOSE VODKA (FR) (70CL) € 115
GREY GOOSE VODKA
MAGNUM (FR) (150CL) € 220
PATRON SILVER TEQUILA (70CL) € 110 



SHOTS
SHOT OF JACK  € 6,00
Comfort food?  
Oh, you mean a shot of Jack Daniel’s  
Tennessee Whiskey?! 
 

THE ROADRUNNER  € 6,00
Espolon Blanco tequila in a big jar  
with Chilli and jalapenos. Gonna make 
you go meep meep.



AMERICAN WHISKEY
American whiskeys may often be  
categorised as pertaining to toastiness, 
spice and vanilla sweetness. This is in large 
part due to the generous use of new  
charred oak. Due to the excellent pairing 
with our barbeque dishes, we are, with 
good reason, big fan of our American  
Whiskey’s, in particular the selection of  
our Tennessee Whiskey selection. 
 

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY  
OLD NO. 7 40%  € 8,00
Mellowed drop by drop through 10-feet 
of sugar maple charcoal, then matured in 
handcrafted barrels of our own making.  
And our Tennessee Whiskey doesn’t follow 
a calendar. It’s only ready when our tasters 
say it is. We judge it by the way it looks. 
By its aroma. And of course, by the way it 
tastes. It’s how Jack himself did it over a 
century ago. And how we still do it today. 
 

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY  
SINGLE BARREL 45%  € 11,00
Bottled at 94-proof, Single Barrel Select 
layers subtle notes of caramel and spice 
with bright fruit notes and sweet aromatics 
for a Tennessee Whiskey with one-of-a-kind 
flavor. 
 

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY  
GENTLEMAN JACK 40%  € 9,00
Inspired by the original gentleman distiller 
and our founder, Gentleman Jack undergoes 
a second charcoal mellowing to achieve 
exceptional smoothness. Its balanced flavor 
is perfect for celebrating life’s extraordinary 
occasions, plus all the moments along the 
way. 
 

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY  
MASTER DISTILLER NR2 43%  € 10,00
Only seven men have served as Master  
Distiller. This special bottling celebrates  
Mr. Jess Motlow, who saw the Distillery 
through Prohibition.



MICHTER’S AMERICAN WHISKEY  € 11,00  
Unlike Bourbon or Rye, which,  
by definition, must be aged in new oak  
barrels, our US-1 Unblended American  
Whiskey is aged in a way that utilizes  
bourbon-soaked barrels to achieve  
a rich and unique flavor profile. 

BOURBON & RYE
MICHTER’S BOURBON  € 13,00
Michter’s US*1 Bourbon is made from a
carefully selected mash bill that features 
the highest quality American corn. Produ-
ced in very small batches, typically twen-
ty-four barrels or fewer per batch and aged 
for around eight years, Michter’s US*1 real-
ly is a great bourbon. Teasing with caramel, 
vanilla and dried fruit notes, this is a very 
pleasant drink to both spend time with and 
to enjoy throughout the night.
Their Master Distiller, Willie Pratt, has been 
in and around the whiskey industry for 
over forty years, he is lovingly referred to 
as Dr. No as he will never allow any casks 
to be released or bottled until they are just 
right meaning these Bourbons are typically 
aged longer than other producers would 
otherwise age theirs. 
 

MICHTERS STRAIGHT RYE  € 15,00
Michter’s US1 Rye is made from select
American rye grain that is sheared to
maximize the extraction of flavor from the 
grain. Ideal neat or in cocktails,
every bottle of Michter’s US1 Rye
comes from a single barrel.

WILD TURKEY 101  € 9,00
For more than 60 years, legendary Master 
Distiller Jimmy Russell has been crafting 
Wild Turkey 101 the right way. With a high 
rye content, this iconic bourbon is perfectly 
aged in American White Oak barrels with 
the deepest char for more character.
 

HUDSON BABY BOURBON  € 4,00/CL 
The first New York aged whiskey since 
Prohibition and New York’s first bourbon 
ever. The foundation is 100% Empire State 
corn, sourced within ten miles of  
Tuthilltown Distillers.  
 
 
 



HUDSON MANHATTAN RYE  € 4,00/CL 
You’ll be amazed at the balanced flavor and 
fuller mouthfeel. It’s good old American 
ingenuity you can taste. This is not your 
grandfather’s harsh tipple. Bottled at 92 
proof, this is honest rye whiskey – spicy 
and rustic, yet smooth. 
 

 

SCOTCH
WILLIAM LAWSON’S
FINEST BLENDED   € 6,00
 

WILLIAM LAWSON’S
SCOTTISCH GOLD 13 YEARS   € 8,00 
 
DEWAR’S 12 YEARS OLD  € 9,00 
Dewar’s Scotch Whisky is a blend of 40 
of Scotland’s finest single malts and grain 
whiskies married in vintage oak casks then 
harmonized to perfection. 
 

DEWAR’S 18 YEARS OLD  € 15,00 
Only Scotland’s finest 18 year old malt and 
grain whiskies were used to create the full, 
smooth, and creamy blend of Dewar’s 18 
Blended Scotch Whisky. Double barrel aged 
and matured in vintage oak casks, this 
Scotch whisky is a labor of love. Or perhaps 
obsession. 
 

BLACK GROUSE   € 9,00 

MONKEY SHOULDER   € 9,00 
 



SINGLE MALT
AULTMORE 12 YEARS  € 13,00 
 
GLENNFIDDICH 12Y  € 15,00 
 
GLENNFIDDICH 21Y  € 5,00/CL 
A colossus, Glenfiddich was established  
by William Grant in 1876, with the first 
spirit running off the stills in 1887.  
Today the company is still run by his  
descendants and as the first whisky to 
truly market itself as a single malt,  
Glenfiddich now accounts for about 30%  
of all single malt sales worldwide. 
 

HIGHLAND PARK 10  € 12,00 

HIGHLAND PARK 12  € 12,50 
 
MACALLAN FINE OAK  € 4,00/CL 
The 12-year-old expression from  
The Macallan Fine Oak Range, matured in  
a selection of American and European oak 
casks seasoned with sherry, as well as
American oak casks seasoned with bourbon. 

 
 
IRISH

JAMESON  € 7,00



GIN
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE (UK)   € 7,00
Our world famous gin in its distinctive  
blue bottle. Every drop contains 10 
hand-selected botanicals from exotic  
locations around the world.             

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE EAST  € 11,00
Thai lemongrass and Vietnamese black  
peppercorns are added to the classic  
botanical blend. All 12 come together  
during vapour infusion to create a gin  
that truly stands apart.      

STAR OF BOMBAY  € 12,00
Ambrette seeds and gently dried  
bergamot orange peel add a rich new  
dimension to the original recipe. This 
makes STAR OF BOMBAY an exceptionally 
smooth gin designed to be enjoyed on  
its own or in cocktails.

BOSFORD PINK GIN  € 9,00 
This gin is made with natural strawberry 
flavor and a hint of raspberry and is first 
distilled using all the botanicals: juniper, 
coriander, angelica, lemon peel and orange 
peel. 

COPPERHEAD  € 14,00 
 
COPPERHEAD BLACK BATCH  € 14,00 

BULLDOG  € 10,00 
 
G’VINE FLORAISON  € 11,00 
 
G’VINE NOUAISON  € 12,00



VERMOUTH-APERITIF
Martini Riserva Speciale is an upgrade  
in vermouths and expresses itself in  
two distinct flavours: 
 

MARTINI RISERVA AMBRATO  € 7,00
Over 150 years in the making. A new  
Vermouth di Torino, proudly harking back 
to the days of craftsmanship in blending 
local aromatic herbs and spices. A deep  
golden amber vermouth with a dry yet 
floral taste and intense overall flavours.

 
MARTINI RISERVA RUBINO  € 7,00
A wonderful combination of artemisias  
and the rich warmth of red sandalwood  
fills the whole palate with sensations in 
this fine and rare cup. A clear ruby red  
vermouth with a bittersweet taste and 
hints of red fruits and sandalwood.

 
MARTINI BITTER 1872  € 7,00
Martini Bitter has a base of pure neutral 
alcohol. Its natural crimson colour and rich 
recipe based on aromatic herbs and bitter 
woods have created a long-lasting love 
affair with mixologists. 
 

MARTINI BIANCO  € 4,00 
MARTINI ROSSO  € 4,00 
MARTINI ROSATO € 4,00 
MARTINI EXTRA DRY € 4,00 
NOILLY PRAT € 4,50 
 
PIMM’S  € 7,00
CAMPARI  € 5,00
Campari is a liqueur, considered an aperitif, 
obtained from the infusion of herbs and 
fruit in alcohol and water. It is a bitter 
characterised by its dark red colour. It’s 
used for the world famous Negroni Cocktail. 

APEROL  € 5,00
DOMECQ SHERRY DRY  € 5,00
PORTO TAYLOR’S WHITE/RED  € 5,00 
RICARD  € 5,00 
KIRR  € 5,50 
KIRR ROYAL € 11,00 
 
CRODINO  € 3,50
Crodino is a non-alcoholic bitter aperitif 
made of herbal extracts  and sugar and is 
the most consumed and famous  
non-alcoholic aperitif in Italy! 

 



VODKA
ERISTOFF BRUT (GE)    € 6,00
Made from 100% pure grain, Eristoff 
is triple distilled and charcoal filtered  
to create a clean and crisp taste.

ERISTOFF RED VODKA  € 6,00
The sloe berries of the forests from  
‘The Land of the Wolf’ give their signature 
potent bitter-sweet flavour to Eristoff Red. 
 

GREY GOOSE (FR)  € 11,50
Each batch of Grey Goose begins  
with soft winter wheat which is fermented  
and distilled into a high-proof spirit  
and is then blended with pristine spring 
water found in the Cognac region. 
 

GREY GOOSE LE CITRON  € 12,50
A smooth, pure tasting vodka with  
undertones of citrus. Perfectly maintains 
the delicate balance of tart and sweet 
flavors, giving every cocktail an upbeat 
zest. 

ZUBROWKA  € 7,00
Zubrowka also known in English  
as Bison Grass Vodka, is a dry,  
herb-flavoured vodka that is distilled  
from rye and bottled at 40%. Its flavour  
is unique and is described as having 
woodruff, vanilla, coconut, and almond  
notes. It is flavoured with a tincture of 
bison grass which also gives the spirit  
its yellowish color. This grass grows in  
the Białowieza Forest and elsewhere.  
A blade of bison grass is traditionally 
placed in each bottle of Zubrówka.



RUM 
In 1862, Don Facundo Bacardí Massó, set 
out to create a rum like no other. He spent 
the next decade perfecting blends that he 
was proud to serve to the people of Cuba. 

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA (PR)  € 6,00 
BACARDI CARTA ORO  € 6,50 
BACARDI OAKHEART  € 6,50 
BACARDI ANEJO CUATRO        € 8,00 
Inspired by Bacardi founder Don Facundo’s 
original recipe, this is an excellent sipping 
rum with flavors of mild vanilla, toasted 
oak, clove and honey and is barrel-aged for 
four years under the Caribbean sun. 
 

BACARDI 8 ANOS  € 9,00
Created in 1862, Bacardi 8 Años remained 
the sole preserve of the Bacardi family for 
seven generations. Used only for the most 
special occasions, this golden sipping rum  
is one of the oldest private rum blends in 
the world. 
 

BANKS RUM 5 ISLANDS  € 12,00
Banks 5 Island Blend is a pure, dry,  
flavorfull white rum blend from 21 rums,  
6 distilleries and 5 islands with  
unprecedented complexity, character  
and depth. The rum is carefully charcoal 
filtered to remove the pale color but  
retain its aroma and flavors. 
 

SANTA TERESA ANEJO   € 14,00 
With a mix of premium rums and aged 
up to five years in oak casks and barrels, 
Santa Teresa Ãnejo is the crown jewel of 
Venezuelan rums. Bright and radiant, this 
aged rum is a smooth and light, yet full of 
character, spirit that combines the fresh-
ness and subtle firmness of the wood in 
absolute perfection. 
 

GOSLING’S BLACK SEAL  € 8,00 
FLOR DE CANA 7Y  € 8,50  
MOUNT GAY BLACK BARREL   € 10,00 
Mount Gay Black Barrel is a small batch, 
handcrafted rum recently created by 
master distiller Allen Smith. It is a blend 
of both matured double pot distillates and 
aged column distillates which are 
finished in Bourbon oak barrels. The unique 
blend delivers a bold and balanced flavour. 
 

MOUNT GAY XO-   € 13,00 
 
APPLETON ESTATE  
SIGNATURE BLEND  €  8,00 
  



TEQUILA
ESPOLON BLANCO  € 6,50
ESPOLON REPOSADO  € 9,00
The tequila is produced by the  
San Nicolas Distillery in the Los Altos  
(Highlands) region of Jalisco, Mexico, 
famous for its cultivation of agave plants. 
Made entirely from blue agave, El Espolòn 
(or simply, Espolòn) was created by  
Cirilo Oropeza, and was first produced  
in 1998. It is currently distributed  
in Mexico, the United States and select 
markets elsewhere. It is the first tequila  
to release variants of reposado. 
 

PATRON SILVER  € 12,00 
PATRON REPOSADO  € 12,50 
PATRON ANEJO  € 13,00

MEZCAL
NUESTRA SOLEDAD  € 12,00
Nuestra Soledad is made from 100%  
Espadin agave from La Compania Ejuila, 
roasted in pit ovens with mesquite and oak, 
fermented in open air tanks, and  
double-distilled in copper alembic stills

 
 
 



LICORS
ST-GERMAIN ELDERFLOWER  € 10,00
LIMONCELLO VILLA MASSA  € 7,00
COINTREAU  € 6,50
COINTREAU NOIR  € 9,00
DISARONNO  € 7,00
TIA MARIA  € 6,00
BAILEYS  € 6,00
LICOR 43  € 6,00
GRAND MARNIER  € 8,00
SAMBUCA MOLINARI  € 7,00
HIERBAS MARI MAYANS  € 8,00
PATRON XO CAFE  € 8,00

 
AFTER DINNERS
BARON OTARD VS  € 8,00   
In its quest for excellence BARON OTARD 
Cognac ensures that every step of the 
production process is strictly controlled to 
guarantee faultless quality which will deli-
ver you an intensely smooth, elegant taste. 

 
HIERBAS DE LAS DUNAS  € 7,50   
Hierbas de las Dunas is a liqueur from 
eighteen types of herbs, flowers and plants 
from Cadzand’s dunes. Usually liqueurs 
are made with dried herbs, but creator 
Syrco Bakker only uses fresh ingredients. 
This technique gives Hierbas de las Dunas 
a pure, salty-sweet flavour and makes it 
the perfect apéritif, after-dinner drink, or 
cocktail ingredient. 

 
REMY MARTIN VSOP  € 11,00
REMY MARTIN XO  € 5,00/CL
CALVADOS CHATEAU DU BREUILLE  € 8,50
POIRE WILLIAMS  € 9,00
 



BUBBLY WINES & CHAMPAGNES
 

PINK ELEPHANT ROSE  GLASS € 7  
 BOTTLE € 36  
Intense fruity aromas, mouth-watering 
juiciness. Has fresh flavours with hints  
of strawberries and raspberries.
Perfect at anytime, anywhere.  
TAITTINGER BRUT RESERVE GLASS €10  
 BOTTLE €60   
This elegant Champagne is bubbly as hell ...                       
The large amount of Chardonnay in this 
blend, selected amongst THE best crus in 
the Champagne region, creates the most 
unique non-vintage Champagne around. 
Black Smoke people will  definitely love  
this Champagne! 

TAITTINGER PRESTIGE ROSE BOTTLE € 75
All you pink party animals: put on your 
best dress or shirt tonight because  
Taittinger Prestige Rosé needs distinguished 
ladies & gentlemen. This rosé, with its fresh 
and young aromas, will without a doubt 
make you tremble with pleasure! Just call  
it a little “pink-me-up”. 

TAITTINGER BRUT 
RESERVE ‘MAGNUM’ (1,5L) BOTTLE € 125  
This Champagne will sure  
as hell kick-start your party!

TAITTINGER COMTES 
DE CHAMPAGNE 2006  BOTTLE € 190
This flamboyant Champagne got a 98/100 
score from Wine Advocate. A 100%  
Chardonnay Champagne, only to be  
described as Limited Edition and  
f*cking perfect. 
 

HOUSE WINES
 

BOUCHARD AINE & FILS.  
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE          
Uncompromising quality each step of the 
way, this wine has been their ‘signature’ 
bottle for over 250 years. Since we only 
serve the best for our guests, we proudly 
present these wines as our house wines.  

GLASS € 5,00 / BOTTLE € 27 
White

GRENACHE | COLOMBARD
Red

GRENACHE | SYRAH
 

       Ask for your extensive winelist 
        from the restaurant for more quirky  
         wines. 

       Ask for your extensive winelist 
        from the restaurant for more quirky 
         wines.



ROOFTOP WINE SPECIALS 
 
WHITES BY THE GLASS AND BOTTLE 
 
TOURAINE SAUVIGNON

“
LES PARCELLES

”
 PAUL BUISSE       

SAUVIGNON BLANC, TOURAINE, FRANCE     
 GLASS € 6 / BOTTLE € 32
It might be classical, but then again... it 
might not... A fresh finish with plenty
spiciness, thus providing complexity.

LOS VASCOS

“
DOMAINES DE BARONS

DE ROTHSCHILD
”
 (LAFITE)

CHARDONNAY, CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE         
 GLASS € 6,5 / BOTTLE € 36
Craving for something healthy?
This fruitful wine will get your vitamins up 
and your stress level low. Imagine melon, 
banana, grapefruit and other exotic fruits 
exploding into your mouth without giving 
up on freshness! 
 

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE BLANC

“
REINE JEANNE

”
 OGIER & FILS

CINSAULT | COUNOISE | GRENACHE
MOURVEDRE | SYRAH, RHONE, FRANCE  
 BOTTLE € 55
This intense and fresh wine fits great
with our fish platter or even our famous 
meat. Think about delicate florale notes, 
combined with hints of citrus. Topped with
a smoked touch.
 

WILD BOY                                                                                             
CHARDONNAY, SANTA BARBARA, USA          
 BOTTLE € 65
“Hey dude, make a wine on the  
Wild Side” is not an empty promise.  
A true lust for the eye, nose and tongue!
An extrovert yet sensibly weighted  
Chardonnay, balancing both rich citrus 
fruit and judicious old French oak barrels. 
Perfect to accompany the likes of our meat 
and rich fish dishes. 
 



PINKS BY THE GLASS AND BOTTLE 
 
GRIS BLANC, IGP D’OC, GERARD BERTRAND
GRENACHE GRIS | GRENACHE NOIR
ROUSSILLON, FRANCE    
GLASS € 6,5 / BOTTLE € 36  
MAGNUM (1,5L) € 59
Truly enjoyable whilst drinking all night 
long. Remarkably elegant rosé, perfectly 
fitted to accompany our rooftop food. 
 
 
 

 WHISPERING ANGEL  
 
“
CHATEAU D’ESCLANS

“ CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH    
 PROVENCE, FRANCE    
 GLASS € 8,5 / BOTTLE € 49  
 MAGNUM (1,5L) € 95 
 JEROBOAM (3L) € 180
 This killer rosé became reputedly one of   
 the world’s greatest! Strawberry and   
 lemon aromas combined with a full, crisp  
 and clean finish! You could drink it from  
 mid-day to midnight. Loaded onto yachts  
 on the Côte d’Azur and consumed in  
 quantity by connoisseurs but now to   
 drink at The Black Smoke Rooftop. 
 
 
 

ROCK ANGEL
 “

CHATEAU D’ESCLANS
“
  

CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH  
PROVENCE, FRANCE   BOTTLE € 70 
It sure does Rock! The Whisperer in a  
leather jacket. Beautifully balanced,  
lovely satin texture. Hugely appetising.
Good depth of flavor from the zest and  
red berry fruits. A complex mouthful.  
What a stunner it is. A refined refreshing 
rosé. 
 

GARRUS 
“
CHATEAU D’ESCLANS

“
  

CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH  
PROVENCE, FRANCE   BOTTLE € 135 
Considered the best rosé in the world !
In 2006, château d’esclans produced for 
the first time a few barrels of rosé from a 
vineyard of 80-years-old vines atop a hill  
in provence. A new chapter had begun 
in the world of rosé. Incredible elegant, 
creamy with concentrated aromas of  
stonefruit, a hint of vanilla and spices. 
 



REDS BY THE GLASS AND BOTTLE 
 
TARRANGO 

“
BROWN BROTHERS

”
   

EXPLORER SERIES
TARRANGO, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
GLASS € 6,5 / BOTTLE € 36
Served as cold as your ex’s heart!
This Tarrango can easily be served chilled.
A special and adventurous wine, full-bodied,
soft fruit, mainly raspberries. 
 

MALBEC 
”
DOMAINE BOUSQUET

” MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
GLASS € 6,5 / BOTTLE € 33
Its black color is a preview of what is yet 
to come ... A highly acclaimed wine!
This wine has a fine, complex nose of
black fruit, but it still remains soft and 
pure. A finish that is practically endless, 
only to be found amongst the best wines
of the world.
 

NIGHT SKY (LIMITED)  BOTTLE € 55 
FABLE MOUNTAINS

, 
VINEYARDS   

SYRAH | GRENACHE | MOURVEDRE 
TULBAGH, SOUTH AFRICA
This fabulous wine is basically a
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, but from South 
Africa. It fits perfect for those who like fine 
tannins, combined with a bright fruit  
intensity. Heaven on a palate!
 
 

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA   
D.O.C.G. FONTANAFREDDA              
NEBBIOLO, PIEMONTE, ITALY 
GLASS € 11,5 / BOTTLE (1 L) € 85 
Elegant yet powerful and incredible
sexy to combine with the best beef our 
pitmasters can possibly grill on the parrilla!
 
 
 
 
 
      drinking alone is at
        your own risk! 
      drinking alone is at
        your own risk!



SOFTS
 
 Fever-Tree tonics and lemonades  
 only use natural ingredients and  
 because of that they are subtle  
 and balanced with authentic 
flavours and perfect carbonation, so just as 
good as the spirits you’re pairing them with.

FEVER-TREE INDIAN TONIC  € 4,00
FEVER-TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC  € 4,00
FEVER-TREE ELDERFLOWER TONIC  € 4,00
FEVER-TREE GINGER ALE  € 4,00
FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER  € 4,00 
FEVER-TREE AROMATIC TONIC  € 4,00 
 

COCA-COLA REGULAR/ZERO/LIGHT  € 3,00
FINLEY POMPELMOES- 
BLOEDSINAASAPPEL  € 3,00
MINUTE MAID ORANGE  € 3,00
MINUTE MAID APPEL  € 3,00
BIG TOM SPICED TOMATO JUICE  € 4,00
Big Tom, a powerful blend of spices to make 
the ultimate spiced tomato mix. It is the 
Queen of England’s favourite tomato juice.

RED BULL  € 4,00

  HOME MADE ICE TEA       € 4,00
    Our own blend of cold brewed tea,  
    fruits and fresh herbs and spices make  
    these ice tea creations the ultimate  
    thirst killers for when the sun is  
    beating down on you. We give you  
    the choice between ginger, red fruit  
    or spiced ice tea.

 
WATERS 
CHAUDFONTAINE STILL 25CL  € 2,60
CHAUDFONTAINE SPARKLING 25CL  € 2,60
 
 
 



All our staff is dressed by Jason Denham. 
Our goal is similar: 

Worship Tradition, Destroy Convention
#denhamthejeanmaker

BLACK SMOKE 
Mechelsesteenweg 291, 2018 Antwerpen
www.blacksmoke.be 
Mechelsesteenweg 291, 2018 AntwerpenMechelsesteenweg 291, 2018 Antwerpen

 blacksmokeantwerpen
 smoke@blacksmoke.be

COFFEE BY MASALTO
 

KOFFIE  € 3,00
Also known as the Belgian Coffee, 
strong thus ideal for the daytime! 

ESPRESSO  € 2,80
This small Italian coffee has all the full 
flavours and aroma of the coffee bean! 

DOUBLE ESPRESSO  € 5,00
Strong in taste with double the 
caffeine boost!!

TEA
GREEN TEA  € 3,00
Classical Chinese green tea. 

EARL GREY  € 3,00
Soft blend of black tea  
with bergamot aroma.



We just love  
American Whiskey  
at Black Smoke… 
 
Jack Daniels Old N° 7 
Tennessee Whiskey is 
pure rock & roll in  
a glass!
 
We love to add Jack to 
about every damn tasty 
thing we can think of,
but you can also enjoy 
it in one of our great 
cocktails, on the rocks 
or just as a quick shot 
to brighten up your 
day!






